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The last few years has seen a shift from summative to formative assessment (Surgenor, 2010) in the 

UK. Although there are multiple reasons for this shift, from changing academic calendar structures to 

aiming to promote student engagement, the change also has implications for staff offering such on-

going forms of assessment, instead of a cumulative exam. 

The following article describes the development, application and evaluation of an innovative teaching 

tool: a Twitter portfolio. The Twitter portfolio aims to (a) encourage active student learning by 

allowing students to be active agents of their own learning (Marton & Saljo, 1984), (b) foster on-

going student engagement with module content, (c) apply module content to the real world, (d) 

deepen critical thinking, and (e) enable peer learning and feedback (Nicol, 2007). Added benefits we 

have learned from the student feedback is that this assessment approach (f) offers flexibility given the 

reality of students’ busy lives, particularly relevant to the Covid-19 era, (g) provides a transferrable 

skill that can provide an advantage in a competitive job market, and (h) can be adapted and applied 

across a wide-range of content areas. 

Twitter portfolio 

This exercise began as an informal means for students to connect real-world content to the module. In 

a module on Youth and Political Violence: Risk and Resilience Processes, students used the hashtag 

#youthresilience to share content with the lecturer between classes. The lecturer would bring up a few 

of these at the start of the following session, and encourage others to use the hashtag and make the 

link between their classes and their lives. Although this worked well, it was never formally assessed, 

but noted by students as something they ‘enjoyed’ in the feedback at the end of the semester. For 

example, one commented, ‘[The lecturer] integrated social media into the course which was relevant 

to our age group and I really enjoyed the seminars as they provided a chance to interact with others in 

our course and learn from each other.’ 

When developing a new module, Introduction to Political Psychology, we designed a formal 

assessment approach (see Appendix). Each week prior to class, students post a Tweet (230 character 

limit) that connects the class/lecture content to the real-world in the group discussion forum. Students 

need to post before they have access to their peers’ posts. Students also are encouraged to like, 

comment, and reflect on the other Tweets. The instructor provides collective, verbal feedback on a 

sample of Tweets in class. In the final week, the students compile the portfolio: screenshots of 8 of 

their 10 weekly Tweets and a 200-word reflection. The sample of Tweets allows students to ‘miss’ a 

week without penalty, or to ‘drop’ weaker Tweets that might not demonstrate critical thinking. The 

aim of the short reflection is for students to look back over the pattern of their work across the 

semester, compare their Tweets to their peers’ work, consider how this method of on-going 

assessment influenced their learning, and describe some of the challenges and benefits of this type of 

approach. 

What students said 

With the caveat of sampling bias, here is some of the qualitative feedback individual students shared 

anonymously at the end of the semester about what they found ‘most valuable’ about the module: 

‘I liked the weekly posts as they encouraged research and learning.’  

‘The discussion portfolio – really prompted thinking about the material.’ 

‘I really liked the comment idea as opposed to mcq’s [sic].’ 
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‘Portfolio and flipped classes.’ 

‘The application of psychological theories to current global events and social issues.’ 

‘The continuous comments encouraged us to think about topics and concepts throughout the 

term rather than just at the end when coursework was done.’ 

‘The discussion forums proved most valuable as its helpful seeing other’s perceptions of the 

topics being learnt each week, so as to ensure you have a proper understanding yourself.’ 

Only 24-hours in a day 

Students and instructors are strapped for time. The Twitter portfolio format challenges students to be 

concise, a key communication skill, while also being analytical. The character limit is meaningful, 

mapping onto Twitter, and encourages students to think about other ways to communicate their 

learning and analysis. Images, links to videos or newspaper articles, all provide the reader (i.e. their 

peers) with additional information; but, the main message still needs to be thoughtfully constructed. 

At the same time, for instructors, the character limit also ensures that the marking of the portfolio is 

not onerous. Providing collective feedback in the early class sessions, perhaps highlighting 

particularly effective Tweets, also helps to ensure students are learning, but without commenting on 

individual work, which may not be possible in large classes. 

Reinforcing practical skills  

The transferrable nature of an effective Tweet, vs the exam or essay format, was one of the aspects 

students noted to the instructors informally in the after-lecture chats. In any future career, being clear 

and concise will be important. Moreover, being professional on social media and reflecting on what 

makes an effective message, both deepen critical thinking and better prepare students for a career. 

From research to raising public awareness, this assessment drives home the need for comments to be 

based in sound theory and research. Future extensions of the Twitter portfolio, for example, might 

deepen the focus on ethical engagement, and/or, analysing social media content produced by those 

outside of the class. 

Lean into online learning 

Although this assessment was developed ‘BC’ – before COVID – it may be even more relevant now. 

As barriers to traditional forms of group discussion are appearing and evolving, this form of 

assessment can provide continuity and connection across the semester. Designed for asynchronous 

communication, analysis, and peer learning in an online environment, the Twitter portfolio can map 

smoothly onto face-to-face, online, and hybrid delivery models. With the state of higher education 

delivery in flux, this form of assessment provides students, and instructors, with much-needed 

consistency. 

Closing the loop 

For now, we have limited the Twitter portfolio to the virtual learning environment. We hope, 

however, to transition to a ‘live’ version in which what the students produce each semester can be a 

resource for future students and the public at large. 

We hope this article provides others with an innovative assessment tool that can deepen student 

learning, relieve marking burden for continuous/formative assessment, and provide continuity in 

changing times. Of course, please adapt and improve upon it! Let us know if you use it, and what 

changes seem to work best (@lauraktaylorPHD @GulseliBaysu #PSY3124). 
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Appendix: Portfolio guidelines 

The portfolio assignment consists of weekly posts and a self-reflective commentary on the portfolio 

assignment and will make up 25% of your grade. 

Weekly Posts: Students are expected to post each week in the Discussion Forum. Your brief post 

should correspond to the weekly topic covered in class (8 weeks’ topics = 8 posts). Each post should 

be brief, like a Tweet (max 60 words); it can refer (and link) to a relevant newspaper or academic 

article or it can include (and links to) cartoons/pictures/GIFs or short video excerpts (from news, 

documentary, TV series, movies, etc.). 

Submit each post under the relevant weekly topic in the Discussion Forum. Regular participation is 

expected (one post per week). The Discussion Forum is only available for the relevant week; you will 

not be able to post in previous weeks’ topics. You are welcome to post as much as you like, but only 

one post per week will be assessed in the Portfolio (see below). 

Each post will receive between 0 to 2 points, depending on whether it is conceptually relevant, shows 

enhanced understanding of the material and/or critical judgement. Irrelevant posts to the respective 

week’s topic will be evaluated as 0. You can earn up to 16 points by writing 8 comments. This part of 

the portfolio will be worth 16% of the total grade. 

Self-reflective Commentary: You will also write a brief self-reflective commentary (max 200 words), 

reflecting on what you learned or did not learn from the portfolio assignment, which skills you gained, 

which of your posts proved most interesting or useful and the reasons why. This self-reflective piece 

will be worth 9% of your total grade. 

Format of the assignment: Your portfolio will consist of a Word document that includes your self-

reflective commentary followed by the screen shots of the posts you want to include, with the week it 

corresponds to. Make sure that everything in your screenshot is visible. For instance, if you use 

pictures/cartoons, they should be visible in the word doc or you can copy them under your comment. 

If you refer to other materials, include the link under your comment so that the links work, i.e. lead to 

the right webpage. 
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